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SUMMARY
Realistic simulation of doppler and range time delay for the USB
ranging system can be accomplished. This paper describes a technique
rising frequency translation for simulation of RF and clock doppler, and
digital delay of the subcode components for range time delay simulation.
The resulting test signals are shown to possess the characteristics
which would actually be present due to the doppler phenomenon and ^-ange
time delay. The techniques described deal mainly with simulation of
signals applicable to the ranging subsystem. However, extension -f
these techniques to the up-data, PCM telemetry, T.V. , voice (up and
down) and emergency voice signals seems quite feasible. This would in-
volve shifting or translation of the individual subcarriers. In most
cases, however, telemetry and up-data spectrum distortion could also
be simulated by translation of the data bit rate.
There are several possible approaches to this simulation problem;
however, the techniques described here are felt to be the most practi-
c n.l for providing a truly realistic simulation of the doppler phenomenon.
INTRODUCTION
During the Electronic Systems Test Program it is necessary to ver-
ify, with a high degree of confidence, that the Apollo Systems (remote-
site, spacecraft, and IMCC) will be compatible during operational
missions. To provide this high degree of confidence, characteristics
of test signals must be made as realistic as possible. ldeally, this
means that the operation of all systems and their respective signal char-
acteristics will be identical to the conditions encountered during an
actual mission. To this cna, au investigation of the requirements for
sizril.ation of a dynamic spacecraft was undertaken. Three effects are
to be considered:
1. Doppler phenomenon,
2. Range time delay,
3. Spacecraft position (.angle tracking).
Only the t:st tti effects (doppler and range delay) will be discussed.
The requirements iol• simulation of spacecraft position will be investi-
gated separately and presented at a later date.
IPURPOSE
The purpose of this paper Is to describe the signal characteristics
due to doppler and range delay, and to indicate one possible approach
to simulating these effects. It is not intended that thie paper consti-
tute a final design for mechanization of the required simulation equip-
ment.
SIGNAL CIV,RACTERISTICS
if
The effects due to the relative motion between the s pacecraft and
ground station, which is essentially a doppler frequency shift, can
best be visualized by illustration. For simplicity let ue assume that
the spacecraft is moving directly away from the ground station with R
constant velocity v S . Let the S-hand signal be ft and the transmitter
cock associated with the range code be f
	 Since the various subcode
c
elements in the range .:ode are periodic every 11, 31, 63, and l,?'7 micro-
seconds, and the clock is a 500 kc square wave, the elements produce
of	 of	 of	 of
spectral components at frequencies of ll c , 31c , z-3
c
-, and	 C
respectively, where n is an odd integer (n = 1 9 3 9 j, 7) 1 .
Figure 1 shows the transmitted signal power spectrum resulting from
modulating the S-rand carrier with the range code. Note that only the
x subcode component and its harmonics are shown; again this is for sim-
plicity, realizing that components are present due to the other subcode
elements. This spectrum is transmitted to the spacecraft, where it is
coherently detected, multiplied by a constant K = 220 , and retran-smitted
tn the ground station. Since the constant K merely introduces an addi-
tional multiplying constant into the doppler equations, it is neglected
in the following discussion. The received signal thus contains the two-
way doppler shift. The received spectrum is shown in figure 2. It is
seen that the S-band frequency f t has been shifted in frequency by an
2 3 f
amount, fd = s t , which is the two-way doppler frequency. There-
fore, the entire spectrum has been tran.o lated in frequency by this
amount. In addition to f  each spectral component contains its spec-
tral frequency doppler shift. Since each spectral component occurs at
a slightly different RF frequency, these doppler shifts are not equal in
f
,magnitude. Therefore, the component 11 away from the S-nand carrier
6
A3
will be translated an additional fd1
3fc
11	 will be translated an additional
•	 for each spectral component. The clock
2v
by fdc =	 s f(7
s 
Fl-c
	 the component at
c	 11 J
	
Lv	 if
fd2	 cs flip	 b:,d so on
component then will be shifted
fd . Thesein addition to the doppler component
characteristics are shown in the spectrum of figure 2.
Now let us consider the generalized case. The effective doppler
velocity, which is the radial component of velocity between the space-
craft and ground station, will vary with time. The rate and magnitude
of this variation is a function of such parameters as the spacecraft's
instantaneous position with respect to the ground station, and the
earths rotational velocity. The effects of this will be to smear tie
returned spectrum; that is, the doppler frequencies will vary w'^;h time,
proportional to the variations In radial velocity. Therefore, the
returned spectrum will be different at any instant of time depending on
the instantaneous doppler frequency.
the returned signal will also be delayed in time by an amount
proportional to the spacecraft's range. Since the power spectrum of a
periodic function is not dependent on the phase angles of its harmonics,
the time delay which effectively introduces a phase shift does not alter
the recei ved power spectrum as seen in figure 2. However, the ranging
system must extract this time delay or phase information for measurement
of initial range., Therefore, it is of interest to consider the trans-
mitted and returned signals in the time domain, and the technique for
making the actual range measurement. Since the transmitter code, C(t),
is phase modulated onto the RF (S-band) carrier, we can designate the
transmitted signal as f [C(t)]. Then the received signal will be delayed
in time by an amount Tc , depending on the spacecraft's range. Thus the
received signal can be designated f[(-,(t + T c )]. In the ranging system
the received signal is mliltiplied by a logically programed sequence of
subcode combinations. This multiplication yields a correlation function
•	 The receiver subcodes bits  are then shifted one bit at a time until a
maximum correlation is obtained for each program state. The entire
code shift is d.etei7,ined from the individual subcode shifts by appli-
cation of the Chinese remainder theorem. The total phase shift of the
received code is a measure of the round trip time delay T c , and hence
a measure of range at time zero.
As the spacecraft moves away from the ground station, the range
time varies as a function of the velocity. This produces the doppler
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phenomenon discussed earlier. In the range code acquisition Loop +v.
doppler effect is essentially canceled. 71iis +.6 ach.eved by slaving
the receiver coae generator to the returned clock signal .. ai ch oont4a c nb
the doppler information. Thus, the rec e iver cod ,,
 runs at the same rate
and has the same bit widths as the returned r-ode, so no phase shifts or
delay time is observed due to do^pler.
The doppler information is required, however, and is obtained by
comparing the returned clock with
this cumparison is the difference
which is in f'a , !t the desired dupp
is then counted every 7 cycle and
the	 clock. The result of
fre ;uenc:y between these two ciRrals
1Pr slgna)	 'Ine doppler information
provides data to continuously up-date
the initial range measurement. After complete code acquisition, the
range up-dating is switched from click doppler to RF doppler. This
provides more accuracy due to the higher RF doppler frequency.
In summary, we will list ore desired characteristics to real i sti-
cally simulate the returned range rode signal.
1. The returned code must be delayed in time by an amount propor-
tional to the spa -ecrlft's range.
2. Pile range time delay will be different esich time the acquisition
p_.oce8s is in.tiatc.d. Ilierefore, the delay time must be variable.
5. The returned spectrum will conteft doppler frequency infonT,a-
tion. This effect will produ ce a different frequency shift on ea r-h spec-
tral component Lnd the clock 2omponent.
4. The doppler frequency will vary with time as a function o'L
the spacecraft to ground station radial velocity.
5. The entire spectrum will be exF.nded or compres3ed due to the
doppler effects.
S D'fULA TI ON TECHN 1 QUE
Now let us consider a possible technique to produce tile desired
range code signal characteristics. First, the problem may be simpllfi^d
if separated into three areas.
1. RF doppler simulation.
2. Code doppler simulation.
j. Range tint delay.
A discussion of each of these_ areas follows.
RF Doppler Simulation
To produce the RF doppler component f  in the received spectrum,
a stable roltage controlled oscillator and frequency translation system
is required. A b:r)ck diagram of such a system is shown in figure 1).
To provide a phase coherent signal a portion of the transmitter master
VCO is coupled from the ground system to the simulator. This signal is
fed to an isolation and distribution amplifier which provides three out-
puts at the master VCO frequency which is denoted f 	 One of the Big-
-
f	 o
nais is divided in frequency by 16 yielding 0, and then mixed with a
second output of the isolation amplifier. By incorporating a balanced
mixer, the carrier is suppressed and two side bands are produced. The
upper side band is selected by filtering which provides a signal whose
frequency is 16 f0.
The third output of the isolation amplifier is mixed with the S-band
transmitter signal f t , which is obtained from the gi-ourd station RF
circuitry. The output of this mixer is filtered to select the lower side
wand component (ft, - 1'0 ). To produce the desired amount of doppler
shift a stable voltage-controlled oscillator, which is centered nominally
f
at a fregaercy of 1, is controlled by a doppler analog signal. This
•	 signal drives the oscillator to a frequency of 	 10 + fd	to simulate
the RF doppler shift. The f  then varies proportionally to the doppler
control signal. The output of the VCO (17 + fd is mixed with the
17 f	 signal and the lower side band (f - f ) is selected by filter-lb o	 o	 d
ing. Notice here that a frequency inversion is obtained due to selecting
the lower side band. Thus a negative doppler, as desired for simulating
an opening velocity, is obtained. Either opening or closing doppler
shifts may be obtained depending on the sign of the frequency shift at
the VCO. The filtered output signal (f0 - f d ) is then mixed with the
'r

signal (ft - fo ) and the upper side bond is selected. This yields the
signal (ft - f'd ) which conta i ns tree desired RF doppler component f 
and is at the transmitter S-band frequency ft . It is ass,.med here that
the S-band signal from the ground station contains ell of the phase mod-
ulation Infc-oration when used in this process of RF doppler simulation.
There4'ore. the FRN range code srectrum is centered at the S-nand carrier
and each of the spe(-tral components are translated In frequency by the
same: amount fd . The additional doppler shifts fur each of the spectral
cumpor,ents and the cluck component are simulated sepa-ately prior to the
addition of the RF doppler. Also, the range time delay is simulated
nrior to the RF doppler addition. These processes are discussed in the
foliowing sections.
Code Doppler Simulation
In order to provide tha doppler sftifts for each subcode's spectral
components, it appears tha'^ a feasible approac': is to operate on the
cio,-k c:. iial prier to code generation. A block diagram for such a
tf-,-:. p ique 1,^	 in figure 14. The transmitter code el.oc}- signal is
Ir terruptE j and coupled to an isolation amplifier. The transmitter clock
still. made e.vai lnble to `she re.eeiver clock tran3for loop for clearing
a.. ' zerei r • of the ranee :,ally uni t . The master
 V C `0 signal f0 is
obtained from the RF simulator unit and frequency divided by n. !also,
tike dopple- signal ( fu - fd ) is obtained from the RF doppler simu-
lator and di-. id-d by the sam^ amoun`., n. The tra,ismitter clock f 
f	 f
is Ti? xed with —° and the lower side band f - —° is selected. Then	 (f - f,	 c	 n
frequenc,, divided doppler sig:: gl	 ° n d	 is tre:, mixed with this
;igual and the upper side band selected. This yields the desired clock
•	 fd
frequency fc - n whi h is then shaped. to provide the desired clock
square wave. Since the clock doppler shift is related to the RF doppler
shift as a funct,on oi' the frequency difference between the RF signal
and the clock signal the value of n can be determined. Since
2v f
t	
2v f
fd =	 c	 and fdc =	 c
2v f 2v f	 f
_i	 t	 C:	 t
n= f,dc =
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There are sev(rai apparent advantages to ler!ving the clock doppler
t : rect , fron, the RF doppler s i )nal.
1. The RF and c].o ,k 1)ppler mist be phase coherent which is
nzurp(-, by t+: i s V_. ,_hn.i qi.
2. Tht clock d-)pple.- and Fib' doppler always vary as a direct ratio
of th.;1 r 1'rc quenc i es, i . t;. , 1 `' = ift	n'
The rate of variations 'in :lack an-'. RF doppler is ?enti cal,
:i will be in0urcd by this technique.
4. A single doppler control and VCO system can provide both of
the doppler signals.
When the transmitter code generator !. operated from the nominal clock
frequency 1' , an RF spectrum a^ shown in figure- 1 is produced. Sir:ce
f
the --lock frequency 1z now :filfted by an amount f = d the RFdo	 n
.-peAram will appuar as shown in figure	 Therefore, it is seen that
a -han6e in clock frequency by an amount fdc produces a code spectrum
in which each spectral component is shifted in frequency by the desired
amount. When the RF doppler 's ached to this S-band spectrum, the
entire spe,-trum shown in fijrure 5 is shifted in frequency by f d . This
i.1 c w i Li then provi t ..-: a spectr= as shown in figure 2. Thus operat-
i n ,-, ;, t•,h..	 prior to generation of the code signal provides a
•-t1.i stic of n i ► uti on ,f the returned spec tram. Since an effect of this
ppler shift is to ­ cmpress or expand the entire spectrum, it is of
lt..rest to s how '.!Zat tt,is condition is obtained by varying the .,lock
i • i
	 T ' i 11 1, `. , -nte th i s phen,)menon f i gure r shows the code spectrum
G
.!nve lope ^ IN 
Y	
1'„r the nominal clock rate. It is seen that the nulls
W
occur at T where T is the bit width. In the code generator the
clock signal, which is nominally a square wave of period T f 1
C,
is operated on to provide the code generating pulses. This is shown
in figure 7A and I.I. T:zus it is seen that the bit width = 2 for the
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Figure 6
nominal case.	 When the clock doppler is added, the clock period	 T
increases or de^.ceases 'by yin amount fl .	 Now the wave forms shown indo
2	
i
Code
G e n e r a t in -
F,ulses
B
Figure 7
^J
^P
Clock and	
N
Dopp le r
fc - fdc
I^fdc
Code Gen-
erating
Pulses
14
figure 7A and B will appear as seen in figure 8A and B.
it is seen that the new bit width due to doppler Is T1
From figure 8B
1
T - Tde
—2 —
T fk
r= I — 2. a.
Figure 8
The envelope of the spaetrum for this case is shown in figure 9.
it ft t+ F
Figure 9
15
Let us now summarize _it results obtained by this technique of simula-
tion.
1. Each of the subcode's 7pectral components are shifted in fre-
quency by an amount, proportional to their respective frequencies, i.e.,
f'
the li x fc
 component is shifted by ii , the	 fc component is
shifted by 3 L1
l	
etc,
The bit width varies proportional to the doppler f d` . Thus
the entire spectrum Ls expanded or compressed.
^. Tiie cloak doppler is phase c-l ierent with the RF doppler.
Therefor:, variations in the RF doppler signal are precisely reproduced
in the clock doppler signal.
4. The clock doppler can be precisely maintained at the ratio of
clock to RF frequencies 1	 1
n 00
5. T:,e doppler signals are phase coherent with the transmitter
clock since they are derived from the same master VCO.
Range Time Delay
Let us now consider the final phase of simulation. A time delay
must be imparted to the transmitter code before it is returned to the
groui.d station recei • or. At lunar distance the round trip delay will
approach three seconds. Each time the range code acquisition is ini-
tiated the time delay is different due to spacecraft velocity. Thus a
variable delay time is desired. Due to the signal characteristics and
the magnitude of the delay, conventional techniques are inadequate.
However, it appears feasible that such a delay might be obtained using
delay lines or digital techniques and operating on the individual sub-
code elements. A discussion of a technique, using delay lines, as shown
in figures 4 and 10 follows. Upon initiation of the ranging process
each of the subcodes are coupled from the transmitter code generator to
the delay system. The subcodes are delayed in individual tapped delay
lines, the appropriate number of microseconds to simulate the entire
code delay desired. The delay lines will be tapped each microsecond to
allow selecting any number of bit delays from zero (0) to the entire
number of bits in the subcode element. For example, the X component
will pass through an eleven (11) microsecond delay line with taps at
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1, 2, 0 0000 11 microseconds. The tap belected is dependent upon the
total code delay that Is to be sirmulated.
Now assume that it is desired to simulate a range time delay of
.75 seconds. Me time delay for each subcomponent will be as shown
below.2
Time delay of "X" component 9 bits = 9 microseconds
Time delay of "A" component 19 bitb - 19 microseconds
Time delay of "B" component 48 bits = 48 microsecotils
Time delay of "C" component 65 bits = 65 microseconds
Therefore, delaying each of the subcodes the amount indicated
above, and then logically combining these delayed components into the
combined code, will simulate the desired time delay of .75 seconds for
the combined code.
Since the receiver and transmitter code generator must be syn-
chronized during state P2 of the receiver programed states, both the
transmitter and receiver code generator must operate from the shifted
clock signal, i.e.,i' - L).During this state it is also necessary
c	 n
to reset the range tally to zero. This requires that the transmitter
clock reference to the clock doppler detector and the transfer loop VCO
be identical in frequency.
Since the transfer loop is initially locked to the transmitter
clock, this provides zero doppler from the c_.:ck dopple: extractor.
However, since the transmitter code ge.aerator is running at the (clock-
clock doppler) rate, it is necessary to provide a means for synchroniz-
ing the receiver and transmitter code generators. This is done by
switching the receiver code generator clock input from the transfer loop
VCO to the (fc - fdc ) signal.
The last operation in state P2 is to connect the clock transfer
loop to the receiver clock. A, this time the receiver code generator
clock input is switched back to the transfer loop VCO, and counting of
clock doppler begins.
For automatic operation a timing tLnit can sense the doppler being
simulated and supply a signal to the subcode delay programer to change
the various delays the appropri gte amount. The timing system can be
F18
synchronized with the start acquisition signal to provide the proper
delay each time the ranging process is initiated.
We have now provided the required time delay and doppler shifts to
realistically simulate the returned signal.
CONCLUSIONS
I
Based on present knowledge it appears that realistic simulation of
doppler and range time delay can be accomplished. However, this will
require sophi—icated special test equipment. The cost of such equip-
ment must be considered with respect to the additional capabilities and
confidence which would be obtained. Such a simulation system might
accomplish:
1. The confidence which can be provided by a test program, such
as that undertaken by MSC/ISD, is entirely dependent upon the realism
which can be accomplished in simu?ating actual flight parameters. This
fact alone makes dynamic spacecraft simulation extremely desirable.
2. The entire ranging System can be completely exercised. This
will allow verification of all pertinent parameters, such as accuracy,
acquisition time, doppler thresholds, loop tracking capabilities, effects
of loss of lock, etc.
3. The effects of the data and communication channels on the sys-
tem's ability to accurately extract and measure doppler can be verified.
4. The capability of the receiver to acquire the doppler shifted
carrier and its ability to track the signal for realistic doppler rates
can be verified.
5. The effects of carrier doppler variations on information and
communication channels can be studied and verified.
6. The capability of the ranging system to acquire after loss of
lock and provide the correct range data can be verified.
7. Dynamic spacecraft simulation provides a means for realistically
simulating missions. This can provide valuable training and experience
for flight operations personnel.
8. To effectively verify compatibility and accuracy of data trans-
fer between remote-site ground stations and IMCC, realistic simulation
of such data is extremely desirable.
19
9. It appears that such a simulation technique could be extended
to include sh:ftirg of information subcarriers, and data rates to
effectively simulate doppler effects on the information handling capfi,
bility of the system. However, additional investigation in this area
will be necessary.
10. Due to frequency limitations of the USP transponder up and
down link doppler will have to be simulated separately. This would
require an additional RF doppler simulator for use with the spacecraft
output signal.
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APPENDIX
For the practical case, it has been shown that the range code can
be represented in the time domain as a Fourier series cxpKnsion of the
form:
r(t)	 F b^j cos (wJ t + Ai)
,j -1
U)	 2nnf
	
where j . ni 11 CL
setting the arbitrary phase angle A i to zero
r(t) - ^R b, cos wit
J-1
The signal r(t) is then phase modulated on the S-band carrier
frequency, fo , yielding the expression
fT(t)	 Ao 
cos CUOt +	 b, cos w,tlll..	 , .1	 JJ
Taking only k terms for the Fourier series expansion of the
range code
k
fT (t) = Ao c.)s C 1 )ot + E b, cos w Jtj
L J-1
such that
f11 CL z 3f CL
or
k > 33(k odd)
V
fT(t) can be expanded to
	
^	 ^	 m
fT(t) = A 	 F	 E	 E
nl =- w 
n2=-w 
	 nk =-
k
cos [(^llo + F. n iw^) tl
L	 ,^ -1 	JJ
J (bj .... J (hk)
n1	 n._,
(ill
si
VI
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This signal is transmitted to a spacecraft moving at a radial
velocity, relative to the ground station, of v r. Therefore the re-
ceived signal will be of the form
m	 m	 ti
fR(t) = Ao
	
E	 T.	 ....
	
F_.	 Jn (bl )....J (bk)
nlyen n2 =-CO	 nk=-^	 1	 c
k
:oa [((ll0 + 7 n^cu^ + wd ) (t - T)1	 (2)
L	 ^ -1	 II
7
where T = = R	 K = attenuation constant	 R = range1	 C
2vr
	 kk
ind w  = c^o + i n e w	 = D ('0 + T 
n jwj
J =1	 J=1
where D is used to denote the doppler constant assuming a constant
velonit,, spacecraft.
Equation (2) can be rewritten as
CO	 mfR (t) = AoK	 F	 T ... E	 J,1 (bl) ... J (bk)nknlyCO n2 =-cc
	nk--cr, 	 1
k
cos (1 + D)cllo + (1 + D) F niWj (t - T)	 (3)
^ =1
Equation (3) shows that both the carrier frequency, f o , and
each frequency of the range code, is multiplied by the factor (1 + D),
and that the modulated spectrum is symetrical about (1 + D)w 0 . Since
the received base band code spectrum is derived by means of coherent
demod;.laticn, the process of "folding over" the lower side band on to
the upper side band appears to be no problem.
The effect of the factor (1 + D) on the range cone clock signal
is to shorten the bit width of the code components. That is to say,
originally the bit period of the code components was equal to
Tt 2f	
the bit width period of the received code components is
CL
T =	 1Since the receiver code generator is driven by1R 2fCL +D7
pulses which are coherently related to the received clock signal, the
problem of matching bit widths of received code and receiver code does;
not arise.
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SuppoRe nor that instead of transmitting the signal J T (t) of
equation (1), some modifications were made on the carrier frequency,
f 0 and the transmitter code generator sync pulses. That is, let,
we = (1 + D)wo
and
	
uCL - (1 + D)WCL
r(t) would now equal
r1 (t) = ^ b J cos C(1 + D)W J t' + 61 1
J1	 J
k
r1(t) = S b `1 cos r( 1 + D)w J t'1 for k summations Ai = Oo
J=1 1.	 J
Phase modulating the carrier with this modified signal results in
k
	
f(t) = A cost' + F, b J cos (1 + D)T J t 	 (4)
J=1
Expanding (4) yields
f(t) = A
IM	 M
5-7 m....	r roJ11 (b	
nk
l )....J	 (bk
n,	 nk)rl	  
k
cos wct' + F nJ (1 + D)W It'
J=1
Substituting (1 + D)W
o	 c
f(t) = A
	 33 	 F ....	 F	 (b
	
J	 ( bl )....,Trl	
n	
k)
nl^m n2 =-m	 nk=m 1
	 k
	
cos [(1 + D) of + ^, n j (1 + D)wjt'	 (5)J =1
Equation (5) is identical to equation (3) for the substitution
t' = t, - T. Therefore it appears possible that RF doppler and range
code doppler simulation can be achieved by methods proposed in tl.is
paper.
i
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